The Art Makers’ City
What if art could be experienced where
it is made, scattered to places
around the city?

previous page: Drafts of possible atmospheres in the versatile places of the workrooms that also exhibit art.
below: Via map-based tool on Internet you could select the workrooms that you wish to visit. Following the route in the city
would become part of the experience.
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below: The map-based tool would visualize the amount and plurality of the workrooms and give you detailed information on them
to inspire you to curate your tour or to choose from workshops available at the moment.
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The Art Makers’ City
What if art could be experienced where it is made,
scattered to places around the city? How would this
challenge the idea of a museum and transform the
roles of visitors, artists and the public realm? Could it
be an alternative way to create unique art scene that
has special appeal at international level? And would
you believe us, if we say that it is something that
could be realized just now, especially in Helsinki?
We introduce an alternative to promoting
art and culture without building a new fixed
museum anywhere. This proposal consists of a
cultural program growing from existing network
of experimental grass-root level actors and their
fascinating places scattered around Helsinki. The
existing network is called Mushrooming. Since 2010
it has grown bottom-up via social media (www.
mushrooming.fi and www.facebook.com/#!/groups/
mushrooming.members/). Its activities concern
mainly connecting people who need a place to
work in, to workroom collectives who are looking
for a new member to share the space and costs.
Regardless the activity of network, with more than
4000 members and approximately 200 workrooms,
its potentials remain still largely untapped.
Compelling Spatiality
A museum building is one fixed spatial idea. Using
the spaces of Mushrooming, the museum and art
activities could diffuse around Helsinki (and partly
are already!) to a variety of spaces from the sizes
of small old wooden cottages to industrial halls
that allow working with hard materials or putting
up messy performances. These places are hidden
and need to be discovered. Workrooms are often
in inner-yards, basements or on rooftops, in areas
that are under change and in premises that wait for
renovation. Experiencing art could become treasure
hunting and finding pearls from a plurality of places
that are not usually accessible. The city itself would
become enwoven to the art tour. Transit from one
workroom to another would happen in the city and
would lead the wanderer to places where one does
not usually go.
The workrooms often have a history of different
uses. They might have been shops or industrial
workshops. When a collective arrives to make it their
workroom they add to this history by renovating

it to fit for itself. The self-chosen independent way
to work as a freelancer, an artisanal or a starting
entrepreneur is reflected in the way the workrooms
are inhabited. This personalized spatiality is not
exiting only for local citizens but it would answer to
the growing movement of indie-tourism. An indietourist is not interested in the pre-programmed
theme parks or conventional museums but wants to
get personal experiences by participating to authentic
cultural happenings and appreciates true encounters
with local people.
All it needs is introducing a new practice of
exhibiting in the workrooms and a digital mapbased tool through which these workrooms could
be easily found. First a series of smaller happenings
and exhibitions would be organized to present the
becoming possibility. Then the platform would be
opened to enable a sustaining bottom-up practice
to be born. Only when the use of the new platform
would have become an everyday social practice could
we start to estimate its effects.
Expanding the network of workrooms would
expand the possible platform for bottom-up
organizing micro-scale public places for exhibiting
culture. Helsinki could become the capital of the
movement, spreading the network the other cities.
Places of the network do not serve only the enjoyers
of culture but also its makers: Imagine being a writer
and having an easily organized fortnight working
retreat in Rovaniemi by a public sauna, followed
by two day stay at a workroom in former dairy at
eastern border, before flying off to Istanbul to share
space just above a lively plaza. How inspirational
could that be?
Temporality of Places and Art
The studios of artists and art collectives are not
static. A group grows or needs another room
to better fit their new needs. As the workrooms
usually are situated in parts of the city that are
under change they often need to move from under
becoming development. An art-explorer will find
an ever-transforming kaleidoscope of exhibition
places. Envision a site in the Internet with a view of
a map on which you could mark the locations and
opening times of workrooms, information of the
activities they offer. You could draw your own route

from a selected workroom to another and curate a
composition of your choice. Or you could just pick
one small experience each day on your way back
home. You create the museum.
The network of workrooms could support reactivity
to up-popping ideas or sudden societal situations.
That is an agility that no traditional top-down
directed museum can offer. Finding a willing
workroom to be a host and putting up an exhibition
could happen overnight. Or an exhibition could be
open only at nights or other untypical times when
everything else is closed. A happening could become
a massively repetitive series or it could endure over
timescales that no conventional museum could
support. It could also last only few minutes, which
neither is cost-effective for traditional museums. For
explorer this temporality would be accessible by the
same map-view on web-page indicating with traffic
lights attached to each workroom whether the place
is open or not. The city could foster momentary
public places. What new kind of an art and
discussion on culture would this kind of flexibility
support?
Breaking the Threshold of Experiencing and
Making Art
Institutional museums do not invite everyone. We
are different as people. Some of us find visiting a
small living room-like studio in the neighborhood
more natural. Bringing art closer and putting it
amongst everyday work could bring people to it.
Meeting artists amongst casual tasks and discussions
would de-mystify the idea of who artists are. Even
more, seeing art-making, with all its trials and errors
could encourage more people to explore it. It could
bring about more profound understanding of art as
an artistic and discursive process. The workrooms
foster a practice of mixing and sharing the time
in-between earning a living and being engaged in
a hobby. Through Mushrooming network one can
easily find a place to practice without before having
been part of any artistic community.
In the workrooms there already is a lively so
called maker culture: things are repaired, hacked,
re-combined, a new kind of artisanal practice is
blooming. Amongst this a multitude of workshops
orienting themselves towards art would fit well. For
citizen this could make a new interaction platform.
For artists this could diversify the professional
art discourse, as well as it could ensure some

income if the workshops would have a small fee for
participants or if a funding program would support
organizing these kinds of workshops. Workshops
could be opened to new participants through a
dynamic map-tool in the Internet. Part of the artexplorer’s journey could be about making art! Could
all this catalyze new kind of citizen-art?
New and Plural Art
The workshop culture could bring about all different
states and shades of amateurs and practicing artists
whose way of working is different from professional
art. Everyday life and its materiality is vitally
embedded in maker culture. Maker culture is fed by
materials found nearby and there is a relation to the
built city as well that sees the city as a resource for remake. We cannot really foresee what a new presence
of city based do-it-yourself art would bring to art
itself. We can assume it would experiment different
tools to tackle different themes. It would certainly
be a regenerative force. What could art be when
made by skilled baker through baking? On the other
hand, would this kind of an artistic practice attract
something new to the everyday baking?
It has become visible that the networking via
Mushrooming has supported both specialization
and mixing. Artists can co-habit a workroom with
different professionals from scientist to urban
gardeners or yoga teachers. How does this affect the
professional art? People having interest on tools like
industrial machines can find each other while using
this shared resource and become highly specialized
in it. Sharing resources leads to smaller economic
risks while experimenting and a specific community
supports experimentality as well.
Experimentality in art could rise also as artists
could exhibit their work without needing to think
about whether a gallery or another finds the work
suitable to their programs. Censorship can have
subtle forms and it often rises from the maker itself
as one balances on the edge of making something
new but the way that existing institutions recognize.
Platform built upon workrooms would enable
exhibitions to grow bottom up in plurality. A
single artist could put up his or her work. A group
of workrooms could deal with a theme they find
important. A renowned curator could build up a
composition that museums have declined to host. A
starting curator could rehearse the profession.

Art is so much more than is seen in museums:
there you have only the final products and even of
those the fraction that is selected to be shown. It is
crucial to make accessible what everything else art
is: a plurality of techniques, themes and concepts.
That art is also the process of making it, places where
it happens, discussions surrounding the work and
projects that never get finalized. Most importantly
that there is the art that is yet to become recognized
as art.
On Economic Sustainability
For many artists it is economically challenging to
exhibit their work in galleries that sell art because
of the high rents these galleries ask for. Having the
possibility to exhibit art in the workroom would have
far lesser costs. This would enable the up-coming
artists to sell their work as well and most probably
with smaller prizes than the renowned. That in turn
could create a market of art that is in the reach of
people with even modest income.
Sharing a place supports economic sustainability
and this sharing can be developed further. A
collective could also rent out a part of its space for
someone for even a short period of time to hold an
exhibition or organize a happening. Special tools
could be rented via the map-based tool and billed
by hour. In school an art student has access to
printing and crafting machines but once graduated, it
becomes tricky to continue the practice.
The Mushrooming network could also be developed
to pass on micro-jobs. This could mean that one
could browse through the skills of people in the
network and compound a group from these skills to
perform a complicated task. It could also mean that
one could get help quickly from this resource under
the pressure of difficult deadline. It could help in
anyone ordering a job from the creative professions:
often we do not know where from to find a specialist
in for example putting up lights to a happening or
whose field it actually is to design the layout of a
webpage. Having a possibility to contact a pool of
professionals of creative fields would solve those
problems and artists belonging to that pool might get
addressed with new kind of tasks to make art directly
for a customer.
Supporting a platform for culture growing from
the art makers’ workrooms would mean for the
City of Helsinki investing on salaries of couple of

coordinators. This could have far reaching effects
on democratizing the experiencing and making of
art and on intertwining art meaningfully to our
everyday city.

